SCOTTISH POLICE STATION INTERVIEW TRAINING (SUPRALAT inspired)

Reflective Entry

At this point in the course we ask that you take the time to consider what you have learned so far and how this newly acquired information has or will impact your own professional experiences in an investigative interview situation.

- Prof Cape mentions some problems which were encountered when solicitors were first permitted to attend police interviews in England and Wales. What problems have you encountered so far? What do you think Scottish solicitors and police could learn from these experiences?

- Both Prof Cape's lecture and the document on counselling mention different ways solicitors could approach this work. Do you think that to date you have adopted a style of legal counselling? What are the advantages and disadvantages of the style you have adopted?

These reflective pieces are private. Although the entries are private, and created for your own benefit, there will be an opportunity in the face to face sessions to share experiences and thoughts or questions on the training and whether it has altered your approach to suspect interview.